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ABSTRACT 

The present work is an attempt to obtain the silver nanoparticles with smaller size by altering the pH of the 

reaction media (mixture of leaf broth of Hyptis suaveolens (L.) Poit. and aqueous silver nitrate) and to assess their optical 

properties. UV-Visible spectroscopic analysis of synthesized silver nanoparticles revealed their optical properties. X- Ray 

Diffraction (XRD) analysis and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) elucidated the morphology and size of the silver 

nanoparticles. The atomic and weight percentage obtained through Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis confirmed the 

significant presence of elemental silver. The reaction media with basic pH could produce smaller nanoparticles than that 

with acidic pH. This biological method is considered as eco-friendly one as it is not involved of toxic chemicals. Thus, we 

achieved the eco-friendly synthesis of silver nanoparticles with smaller size (07-33nm) by altering the pH of the reaction 

media.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Nanobiotechnology is an entirely new scientific and technological area that has been born from the combination 

of nanotechnology and biotechnology [1]. The first relation between human life and nanoscale were developed naturally in 

Ayurveda, the 5000-year old Indian System of Medicine [2]. The synthesis of nanoparticles from various noble metals like 

gold, silver and platinum gained much interest in research due to their optical, electronic, magnetic, mechanical and 

chemical properties that are differed significantly from bulk materials [3]. Among them the silver nanoparticles play a 

pivotal role in the field of Biology and Medicine due to their antimicrobial property [4]. Silver nanoparicles are synthesized 

eco friendly using plant leaf extract [5-10], bacteria [11] and fungi [12] offer several benefits and compatibility for 

pharmaceutical and biomedical applications [13,14, 15]. Currently, researchers have focussed their interest to exploit the 

leaf extracts [16-20] for the reduction of silver nitrate in to silver nanopaticles due to the higher stability in the reaction 

medium and rapid completion of reduction process. This type of bio inspired synthesis of nanoparticles provides an 

innovation over chemical and physical methods as it is a cost effective and environment friendly. In this method, there is 

no need to use high pressure, energy, temperature and toxic chemicals [21].  

Regarding the mechanism of reduction, there are also reports on reductases [22] and polysaccharides [23] as 

factors involved in the biosynthesis and stabilization of the nanoparticles. The fruit extract of Capsicum annuum L. 

elucidated that the proteins which have amino groups played a significant role as reducing agents to reduce silver nitrate in 

to silver nanoparticles in the solutions, where the secondary structure of the proteins changed after the reaction with silver 

ions [24]. On the other hand, there are reports on the influence of pH on the agglomeration degree and morphology of the 

particles produced by wet chemistry [25, 26] and by Self propagating High- temperature Synthesis (SHS) [27, 28]. All 
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these reports emphasized that pH controlled the agglomeration as well as the size and morphology of nanoparticles 

efficiently. The influence of pH on the crystalline phases and agglomeration of the nanoparticles produced by SHS showed 

that the good dispersion of the particles lead to sintered ceramic bodies with higher density [29]. However, the tangible 

studies are needed to elucidate the mechanism of phytomediated synthesis of silver nanoparticles. In the present study, we 

aimed to assess the differences in the optical properties and size of the silver nanoparticles by varying the pH of the 

reaction media. The synthesized silver nanoparticles were characterized by UV-visible spectroscopy, XRD, SEM and EDX 

analyses.  

EXPERIMENT 

Synthesis 

The leaves of Hyptis suaveolens (L.) Poit. (Family : Lamiaceae) were collected from the locality of Varkala, 

Thiruvananthapuram district, Kerala, India and allowed to dry in air for two days at room temperature. The dried leaves 

(10g) were ground in to a fine powder and taken in a 250ml Erlenmeyer flask with 100ml sterile double distilled water and 

boiled for 5-10 minutes in a water bath. Boiling the leaves caused the rupture of leaf cell walls and released the 

intracellular material into solution [30]. After ten minutes, the solution was decanted, filtered and used as leaf broth. The 

freshly prepared leaf broth (10ml) was added to 190ml of 1mM
 
aqueous silver nitrate solution for the reduction of silver 

nitrate and this mixture is known as reaction medium [31].  

To study the effect of pH on optical properties and morphology of the synthesized silver nanoparticles, the pH 

range of the reaction media were adjusted to 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10 using 0.1N Hcl and NaOH solutions respectively. The 

reaction media were monitored by keeping it in an incubator cum shaker (Orbitek) with 250 rpm at 36°C for six hours to 

reduce the silver nitrate into silver nanoparticles. A small aliquot from each reaction media were taken and used for the 

characterization of silver nanoparticles through UV-visible spectroscopic analysis through UV-1650CP Shimadzu 

spectrophotometer operated at a resolution of 1nm as a function of reaction time. The XRD analysis was performed by 

using a PANALYTICAL – XPERT PRO MPD (Multi – purpose powder X-ray diffractometer) with nickel filtered CuKά 

radiation (40KV, 300mA) of wave length (λ = 1.54060). SEM analysis was performed by just dropping a very small 

amount of the sample on a piece of micro glass slide attached to a metal grid coated with carbon film and dried it gradually 

at room temperature. This sample was then sputter coated with gold and visualized with a JOEL SEM with 50,000X 

magnification and coupled to an EDAX-DX-4 Energy dispersive X-ray system operated at 120kV. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

UV-Visible Spectroscopic Analysis 

We examined the optical properties of silver nanoparticles synthesized through Hyptis suaveolens (L.) Poit. leaf 

broth under UV-visible spectroscopy through their absorbance in the wavelength ranging between 340 and 490nm as it is 

one of the most widely used techniques for structural characterization of silver nanoparticles [32]. The leaf broth of Hyptis 

suaveolens was pale yellow in colour. The aqueous solution of 1mM silver nitrate was colourless. When the leaf broth of 

Hyptis suaveolens mixed with colourless aqueous solution of silver nitrate, the reaction medium started to change its colour 

from pale yellow to brown within thirty minutes and finally turned it into dark brown colour (Figure 1A-F). Generally 

silver nanoparticles exhibit yellowish brown colour in aqueous solution due to excitation of surface plasmon vibrations in 

them [33]. In the present study, the reaction media changed its colour to dark brown within six hours and this change 

indicates that silver nitrate has been reduced into into silver nanoparticles by the leaf broth.  
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Figure 1:(A-F) Leaf Broth of Hyptis sauveolens L. (A), Colour Change at the Starting Time of Reaction with 1mM 

Aqueous Solution of AgNO3 with Hyptis sauveolens L. Leaf Extract at pH 10 (B), after 30 Minutes (C), after 1 Hour 

(D), after 3 Hours (E) and after 6 Hours (F) 

 

As the pH has a major role to play in any biochemical reactions [34], the optical properties and morphology of 

silver nanoparticles synthesized at different pH of the reaction medium were analyzed. The UV-visible spectra recorded for 

the reaction media with different pH as a function of reaction time explained the different optical properties. In acidic pH 

(3, 4 and 5), the Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) bands gradually raised with increasing reaction time and the maximum 

absorbance was raised up to 0.9 a.u with  max at ~403nm (Figure  2A-C). The  max of SPR bands varied with different 

basic pH 8, 9 and 10 as 424, 415 and 409nm respectively and the absorbance ranged from 0.8 to1.09 a.u (Figure 2D-F). 

This absorbance was found to be higher than that of the earlier reports with extract of Parthenium [35] and Euphorbia hirta 

[36].  

     

     

 

pH 3 
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Figure 2: (A-F) UV-VIS Spectra Recorded as a Function of Time of Reaction at 1mM Aqueous Solution of AgNO3 

with Hyptis sauveolens L. Leaf Extract in Different pH. The Time of Reaction is Indicated Next to the Respective 

Curves 

 

Husseiny et al., 2007 [37] reported that there is a strong correlation between the particle size and the  max. We 

observe in the present study that the particle size decreases with the blue shifted absorption maximum (λ max) in case of 

basic pH. Further in the present study, the UV-visible spectra have shown that the λ max is blue shifted with the increase of 

pH from 8 to 10. The increase in absorbance (a.u) suggests that silver nitrate is reduced into silver ions rapidly towards the 

increase in pH of the reaction media. Brause et al., [38] explained that the optical absorption spectra of metal nanoparticles 

dominated by SPR which shift to longer wavelength with increasing size of the nanoparticles. The position and shape of 

plasmon absorption of silver nanoparticles are strongly dependent on the particles size, dielectric medium and surface 

adsorbed species [39]. It is also known that the shape of metal nanoparticles considerably change their optical and 

electronic properties [40].  

According to Mie’s theory [41], only a single SPR band expected in the absorption spectra of spherical 

nanoparticles, where as anisotropic particles could give rise to two or more SPR bands depending on the shape of the 

particles. The spherical nanoparticles, disks and triangular nanoparticles of silver show one, two and more peaks 

respectively [42]. The single SPR band noticed in the UV-visible spectroscopic studies also substantiates the spherical 

nature of silver nanoparticles. The peak in SPR band of silver nanoparticles varies with the substrate or an organism 

involved in the synthesis of silver nanoparticles. For example, the peak in SPR band is at 400nm by Escherchia coli [43]; 

410nm by Bacillus subtilis [44] and Magnolia kobus [45]. Time course of silver nanoparticles formation obtained with 

1mM aqueous solution of silver nitrate and leaf broth of Hyptis suaveolens explains that the maximum synthesis of silver 

nanoparticles is completed within six hours of the reaction. 

In the reaction medium with pH 3, fifty percent of reduction completed in the first three hours and the rest of the 

reduction occurred in the next three hours (Figure 3A), whereas in the reaction media with pH 4 and 5, the two third of 

reduction completed in the first three hours and the one third in next three hours (Figure 3B and C). In the reaction medium 

with pH 8, 75 percent reduction completed in the first three hours and 25 percent reduction in the next three hours ( Figure  

3D) while in the reaction media with pH 9 and 10, 85 percent reduction completed in the first three hours and the 15 

percent reduction in the next three hours ( Figure  3E and F). Among the acidic ranges of pH, the gradual and steady 

reduction is at pH 3 whereas the progressive reduction is at pH 4 and 5. In the basic ranges of pH, the reduction is very 

quick and maximum reduction completed in the first three hours.  
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Figure 3: (A-F) Spectral Plots of Absorbance at  max of SPR Bands and Percentage Reduction of Silver Nitrate as 

a Function of Time  

 

It is evident that the different pH would regulate and control the synthesis of silver nanoparticles by proton 

concentration [46]. The main groups of the enzyme secreted from the leaf extract may play an important role in reducing 

the silver ions include the amino, sulfhydryl and carboxylic groups. The silver ions could bind to biomass through these 

functional groups. These groups of the leaf extract might carry more positive charges at low pH which weakens the 

reducing power of the leaf extract and permits the silver ions to get closer to the binding sites [47]. Thus the reaction rate 

of silver ions is very slow in acidic pH. On increasing the pH, the reducing power and reaction rate increases 

correspondingly. In the present study we believe that the reductases enzymes present in the leaf broth of Hyptis suaveolens 

may be the catalytic agents which reduce the silver ions to silver nanoparticles.  

However the results of the present study reveal that Hyptis suaveolens leaf broth with high pH is able to 

synthesize silver nanoparticles to much smaller in size. It is quite interesting to note that the silver nanoparticles 

synthesized using the leaf broth of Hyptis suaveolens with basic pH are more stable than acidic pH ranges in solution at 

normal atmospheric conditions even for 120 days after their synthesis.  
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X-Ray Diffraction Analysis 

Figures 4a-f show the XRD patterns of silver nanoparticles synthesized at different pH. The Bragg’s reflections of 

XRD analysis showed that the six samples with different pH were in different space groups. The peaks assigned to pH3 are 

{103}, {235} and {162}; pH4 are {222}, {231} and {117}; pH5 are {114} and {292}; pH8 are {104} and {121}; pH9 is 

{110} and pH10 is {206}.  

  

  

  

Figure 4: XRD Patterns of 1mM Aqueous Solution of AgNO3 with Hyptis sauveolens L. Leaf Extract in Different 

pH: (a) pH3, (b) pH4, (c) pH5, (d) pH8, (e) pH9 and (f) pH10 
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These peaks are in the planes of face centered cubic (fcc) phase of silver. The average crystal size (t) of the silver 

nanoparticles can be estimated from the x-ray wavelength of the CuKά radiation (1 = 1.54 A
0
), the Bragg angle (θ), and the 

width of the peak at half height (β) in radians using Debye - Scherer formula [48]. Table 1 shows the mean of Full Width 

of Half Maximum (FWHM) (β), Bragg’s angle (θ) and the average size of the nanoparticles synthesized at different pH. 

In the reaction medium with pH <5 produced larger number of silver nanoparticles ranged between 26-33nm, 

whereas in pH >5, the size of the particles ranged between 07-23nm. Similarly Yong et al., (2002) noticed [49] the bio 

reduction of Pd (II) by Desulfovibrio desulfuricans. However our results showed that Hyptis suaveolens leaf broth with pH 

≥8 was able to synthesize smaller silver nanoparticles while pH<8 was able to synthesize the larger silver nanoparticles. 

The size of the silver nano particles synthesized in the reaction media with pH 3 and 4 did not show any 

significant differences (P < 0.05) among themselves. Like that pH 5 and 9 did not make any significant differences (P < 

0.05) in the size of the nanoparticles. However the pH 8 can produce significantly the smallest silver nanoparticles (P > 

0.05) and the pH > 8 can also produce significantly the smallest silver nanoparticles (P > 0.05). On comparison, the 

reaction media with pH 8, 9 and 10 can produce smaller nanoparticles while the reaction media with 3, 4 and 5 can produce 

larger nanoparticles (Table 1). 

Table 1: Crystalline Size of Silver Nanoparticles Synthesized at Different pH Using Hyptis sauveolens L. Leaf 

Extract. Values are Mean ± SE of Ten Peaks Observed in XRD Analysis. Different Alphabets along the Column 

Indicates Significant Differences at 1% Level of Probability. Same Alphabet along the Column Indicates No 

Significant Differences 

S.No. pH 2θ (Mean) Θ(Mean) β(Mean) 

Size of 

Nanoparticles 

(Mean) 

1. 3 51.10
 
± 15.20 25.54

 
± 07.60 0.53

 
± 0.26 33.73

a 
± 09.27 

2. 4 51.16
 
± 15.23 25.58

 
± 07.61 0.56

 
± 0.31 31.84

a 
± 09.73 

3. 5 48.41
 
± 14.72 24.20

 
± 07.36 0.70

 
± 0.36 26.02

b 
± 08.62 

4. 8 49.35
 
± 15.02 24.67

 
± 07.51 0.99

 
± 0.64 16.61

c 
±12.39 

5. 9 48.52 ± 15.76 24.26
 
± 07.88 1.01

 
±0.84 23.70

b 
±11.49 

6. 10 46.66
 
± 15.50 23.33

 
± 07.75 0.57

 
± 0.29 7.40

d 
±14.55 

 

SEM Analysis 

The XRD result obtained is quite comparable with SEM image of the silver nanoparticles synthesized by Hyptis 

suaveolens leaf broth at different pH. SEM analysis has proved further the surface morphology and size details of the silver 

nanoparticles synthesized in different pH with 50,000X magnification ( Figure  5A-F). 

Anil Kumar et al., [50] stressed that the particle shape and size determine the physicochemical and optoelectronic 

properties of nanoscale materials including optical absorption, fluorescence, electric and magnetic moments. 
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Figure 5: (A-F) SEM Images of Silver Nanoparticles Synthesized Using Hyptis sauveolens L. Leaf Extract (at 

50,000X Magnification) in Different pH: A (pH3), B (pH4), C (pH5), D (pH8), E (pH9) and F (pH10) 

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis 

Figures 6a-f show EDX spectra recorded from the silver nanoparticles. The results of EDX analysis confirmed the 

significant presence of elemental silver. EDX profile has shown a strong silver signal (80per cent) along with weak 

calcium, oxygen and carbon peak. The weak signals may arisen from the biomolecules that are bound to the surface of the 

silver nanoparticles [51].  
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Figure 6: EDX Spectra of 1mM Aqueous Solution of AgNO3 with Hyptis sauveolens L. Leaf Extract in Different 

pH: (a) pH3, (b) pH4, (c) pH5, (d) pH8, (e) pH9 and (f) pH10 

The percentage of elemental silver obtained in the reaction media with different pH is varied from 69 to 86 

percent. The reaction media with pH 5 produce 69 percent silver and pH 10 could produce 86 percent silver while the 

reaction media with pH 3, 8 and 9 could produce 81, 85 and 82 percent silver. However, the 78 percent silver could be 

produced by the reaction medium with pH 4 (Table 2). Thus 86 per cent pure silver nanoparticles could be synthesized by 

the leaf broth of Hyptis suaveolens with the pH10.  

Table 2: Shows the Atomic and Weight Percentage of Silver Nanoparticles Produced Using 1mM Aqueous Solution 

of AgNO3 with Hyptis sauveolens L. Leaf Extract at Different pH 

S.No. pH Weight (%) Atomic (%) 

1 3 81.09 58.49 

2 4 78.45 54.47 

3 5 69.00 49.00 

4 8 85.32 65.65 

5 9 82.04 66.95 

6 10 86.00 61.00 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed a biological method to synthesize silver nanoparticles using the leaf broth of Hyptis 

suaveolens with different pH. In alkaline pH ranges, the synthesis of silver nanoparticles is faster and more stable than in 

the acidic pH ranges. The average size of silver nanoparticles in acidic pH ranges is varying from 26- 33nm while 07- 

23nm in alkaline pH ranges. Moreover, the pH range 10 can produce 86 per cent silver nanoparticles. Hence it concluded 

that the leaf broth of Hyptis suaveolens with pH 10, is the suitable medium to have faster, more stable and pure synthesis of 

silver nanoparticles. The leaf broth of Hyptis suaveolens used as a reducing agent in this process is environmentally benign 

and this biological method of synthesis of silver nanoparticles is the cost- effective, eco- friendly and can suitably scaled 

up for large scale- synthesis.  
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